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Quietly cruising through a Northern fiord, diving underwater with astonishing grace, or hurtling their

bodies skyward in a leaping breach, killer whales have long been admired as one of the most

intriguing and mysterious of all animals. This lavishly illustrated portrait of the killer whale, or orca,

which inhabits all oceans throughout the world, presents this almost mythical sea mammal in all its

mystery and grandeur.In his poetic yet scientifically precise text, author Peter Knudtson offers

visions of orca throughout the ages and across cultures, from the Kwakiutl reverence for and

identification with killer whales to scientists' fascination with this intelligent, large-brained counterpart

to both humans and wolves on land. Knudtson also describes in vivid detail the savvy, cooperative

hunting techniques of killer whales as they race in ever tighter circles around a school of herring; the

dramatic birth of a calf as it shoots from its mother's body like a torpedo; and the emerging evidence

about the whales' exquisitely refined sonar and communication abilities. This compelling portrait

concludes with a discussion of the ethics of orca captivity, environmental threats to wild populations,

and a reassessment of orca's place in our world.Throughout the book, spectacular full-color

photographs capture the whales spy hopping, breaching, hunting for seals and salmon, and caring

for their young. Photographs of the whales' habitat in various parts of the world are also included.

The result is a shimmering vision of the magnificent, majestic orca.
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A few months ago National Geographic had an article on orcas that basically persuaded me that this



was an animal I wanted to learn a lot more about. I shopped around on , and decided that this would

be the best book for starters. Now that I've read it, I think I was probably right: and if your situation is

similar, I recommend it.Now the text is not for kids. I shared it with a young orca enthusiast, and we

couldn't even get through the picture captions. But for adults without degrees in biology, this is

probably the most informative and descriptive text available. For a good sample, look at the

description of seal hunting technique on pages 73 and 75.(Another one to check out is "Cetacean

Societies." The text is a step heavier, the subject broader; yet it just might be what the curious

scientifically-literate adult ordered. This book may actually be a bit simple if you've read many

science books. For instance, check out the history of evolution on p. 22. Compare that to another

pop-sci book, Carl Zimmer's "Fish with Fingers.")The pictures are great for everyone. I was a little

wary after reading about the "haunting" photo on the cover, which I judge as actually very ordinary.

But inside the book it gets better.On page 25, there's a great view of the mouth and teeth of an orca,

as close as you'd probably ever like to get; on 59, a picture of a birth taking place; on 60, a picture

of a mother petting her calf; on 87, a picture of a calf nursing; on 92, a picture of a whale playing

with kelp. Those are great shots, IMO; illustrating the life of an orca, rather than merely arial

acrobatics (pictures of which are included plentifully).Some people will care a lot about the quality of

the photos, which are varied: the surface photos are uniformly excellent, but underwater, I guess

you take what you can get, especially in the wild.(David Suzuki's foreward argues against having

orcas captive in small pools; that evidently upset a previous reviewer. Well, it's just an opinion, and

a reasonable one at least.)

I was thrilled to still be able to find an edition of this book. Knudtson's vantage is balanced and

insightful, backed by years of research on and beneath the waves. The photography is stunning! I

can't stay away from the birthing of the calf!

Good read. Beautiful pictures. Great insight on traditions amongst indigenous people's beliefs about

orcas. There wasn't a lot of new information on killer whales in general, but the appreciation and

photography could not be beat. A great gift for people who respect and love nature.

Great little orca book. I've read almost every book on the market. I was glad to add this one to the

collection. It didn't have any info that I didn't already know, however it does have some great

photos.



Love this book! The author gave a lot of useful information, and the photos were beautiful! Very

happy with purchase!

nice pictures and prose about orcas.

This is beautiful

I was very dissapointed by David Suzuki and his biased view-points about killer whales and society.

However the rest of the book, makes up for a sour start
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